Termination Caps
For Gas & Wood Hearth Systems

A finishing touch
to enhance your
curb appeal.
The Finishing Touch

Termination caps are a critical component to complete any hearth system. These durable caps are UL-listed—proven effective to protect venting components and ensure safe exhaust flow.

Decorative termination shrouds deliver enhanced style and safety for fireplaces, stoves and inserts. A variety of sizes and designs are available, providing a way to accent or disguise any venting system.

The finishing touch to distinguish your home

Don’t overlook the finishing touch on a fireplace, stove or insert. Curb appeal is the #2 most important community feature homebuyers look for when choosing their new home.¹

Distinguish your home from the rest of the block. Termination caps and decorative shroud options are available for gas and wood products. Select a cap or shroud to define your style.

¹ According to John Burns Real Estate Consulting 2012 Consumer Insights survey
Gas Direct Vent | Termination Caps & Shrouds

**HORIZONTAL VENTING GAS TERMINATION CAP**

**Horizontal Termination Cap**
Use this multi-purpose cap to finish off any Direct Vent gas fireplace or stove. Shrouds are also available to blend with siding materials or for enhanced safety.

DVP-TRAP1/DVP-TRAP2/SLP-TRAP1/SLP-TRAP2/SLP-HHW2

**FireBrick™ Termination Cap**
This termination cap is designed to complement distinct stone and stucco exteriors.

DVP-FBHT

**High Performance Termination Cap**
Quickly and easily complete a Direct Vent gas appliance with this cap—and ensure safe venting and exhaust flow in high wind applications.

DVP-HPC1/DVP-HPC2

**Basement Installation Termination Caps**
Safety vent near ground level with this slender and compact cap.

DVP-TB1/SLP-TB1/SLK-SNKD (not shown)

**High-Rise Termination Cap**
This cap is ideal for adverse weather conditions in multi-unit, high-rise buildings.

SLP-HRC-SS/DVP-HRC-SS

**FireBrick™ Termination Cap**
This termination cap is designed to complement distinct stone and stucco exteriors.

DVP-FBHT

**HORIZONTAL VENTING GAS SHROUD**

**Decorative Radius Cover**
This decorative, paintable shroud easily blends with exterior siding and provides a secondary safety barrier for heated exhaust

DRC-RADIUS (for use with DVP-TRAP1, DVP-TRAP2, SLP-TRAP1 or SLP-TRAP2)

**Horizontal**

**Vertical**

**Safety Shield**
Use this safety shield to cover an existing termination for added protection in high-traffic areas.

COOL-ADD (for use with DVP-TRAP1, DVP-TRAP2, SLP-TRAP1 or SLP-TRAP2)

**POWER VENT TERMINATION CAPS**

Fireplaces aren’t just for exterior walls. A fan-powered accessory with slim venting can zigzag throughout your home—up, down, over or under—making it possible to install a gas fireplace virtually anywhere.

Horizontal Termination Cap: PVLP-SLP, PVI-SLP-B

Vertical Termination Cap: PVV-SLP with power vent wire harness

**VERTICAL VENTING GAS TERMINATION CAP**

**High Wind Vertical Termination Cap**
This rugged cap is built to withstand high wind speeds, without sacrificing drafting or safety.

DVP-TVHW/SLP-TVHW
**Gas Direct Vent or Wood | Termination Caps & Shrouds**

**VERTICAL VENTING GAS SHROUD OR WOOD TERMINATION CAP**

**Terra Cotta Termination Cap/Shroud**
The terra cotta finish to this cap provides a traditional, masonry-style look at a fraction of the cost.

- **TCG375** (for direct vent and b-vent gas, must be used with DVP-TV, DVP-TVHW or SLP-TVHW)
- **TCT375** (for use with SL300 Series pipe)
- **TCT1175** (for wood use with SL1100 Series pipe)

**Decorative Termination Caps/ Shrouds - Octagon**
Create a distinct look atop a home or office with these 8-sided copper-style or black shrouds. Powder coat finishing delivers an authentic, weather-proof finish.

- **DTO134-CP/BK** (for gas use with DVP-TVHW/TV or SLP-TVHW, for wood use with SL300 series pipe - requires CT-3A, SL1100 series pipe - requires CT-11A, Durachimney II pipe - requires CT-11A)
- **DTO146-CP/BK**

**Decorative Termination Caps/ Shrouds - Square**
Add unique style to a home or office with square, copper-style or black shrouds. Powder coat finishing delivers an authentic, weather-proof finish.

- **DTS134-CP/BK**
- **DTS146-CP/BK**
  (for gas use with DVP-TVHW/TV or SLP-TVHW, for wood use with SL300 series pipe - requires CT-3A, SL1100 series pipe - requires CT-11A, Durachimney II pipe - requires CT-11A)

**Decorative Termination Caps/ Shrouds - Terra Cotta**
The terra cotta finish to this cap provides a traditional, masonry-style look at a fraction of the cost.

- **TCG375** (for direct vent and b-vent gas, must be used with DVP-TV, DVP-TVHW or SLP-TVHW)
- **TCT375** (for use with SL300 Series pipe)
- **TCT1175** (for wood use with SL1100 Series pipe)

**VERTICAL VENTING WOOD TERMINATION CAP**

**Round Termination Cap**
This all-purpose cap is built to handle the elements and can be disguised with shrouds.

- **TR342/TR344** (for use with SL300 Series pipe)
- **TR11/TR11T** (for use with SL1100 Series pipe)

**Square Termination Cap**
Solid construction, a square design and a black or stainless steel finish provide function and utility for any wood fireplace.

- **ST375/ST375SS** (for use with SL300 Series pipe)
- **ST1175/ST1175SS** (for use with SL1100 Series pipe)

**Available From:**

Hearth & Home Technologies
800-927-6841
fireplaces.com
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